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Post Excursion Activities
Lost Tramway Trivia Challenge
What evidence did you find of the lost tramway?
Work in teams to see what you can work out from what you saw on the walk.
Write the letter you think is correct in the box next to the photo.
Use these letters to work out the mystery puzzle.
1. Jigger Boards - Axe-men cut pockets into the tree to hold planks.
Why were the planks called Jigger Boards?
a.
b.
c.
d.

They were used to make jigsaws
The boards jigged up and down
The axe-men danced a jig on them
They jiggled teabags on them

Tick if you saw evidence of the pockets in the tree stump
that held the jigger boards? q
2. Rails
The engines and carriages ran on metal rails
because:
a.
b.
c.
d.

They keep the train on the correct route
Trains are heavy
They help the driver see where to go
Rails are hard to walk on

3. Sleepers are thick wooden planks placed under the rails to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Give passengers a good night’s sleep
Stop passengers snoring
Stop sleep walkers
Make a flat surface to attach the rails

Did you see evidence of sleepers on your walk? q
Can you see sleepers on the bridge in the photo? q
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4. Embankment - Sleepers are placed on an embankment, a long mound of gravel, raising the
tracks:
a.
b.
c.
d.

So passengers get a better view
So the driver can see better
So farmers can see the train coming
To make a level surface for tracks and helps
avoid floods

5. Drains - Stone drains were built that ran under the
embankments.
What do the drains do?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Collect fruit falling off the train
Create a pathway under the tracks for snakes
Create a Slippery Slide for eels
Create a way to send messages across the track
Drain water away from the track to stop it
flooding

Did you see any old drains, like this one, on your walk? q
6. Cuttings are made so the tracks can go through hills– and the tracks can stay level.
You can tell cuttings by seeing:
q.
r.
s.
t.

the number of trees
that one or both sides are higher than the track
the branch cuttings on the ground
the scraps of paper from cutting out

7. Drill Holes - Explosives were used to make the cuttings.
A hole was drilled and dynamite put in – then Kapow!
The drill marks you see in the rocks show:
a.
b.
c.
d.

where the hole was drilled
the thickness of the fuse on the dynamite
the thumb size of the person drilling
where lizards burrowed afterward
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8. Cattle grids are used to stop cattle using a road or tracks to go around a fence.
How does it work?
k. The grid is electrified
l. Cattle are allergic to the grid
m. Cattle are afraid their hooves might
slip through the grid
n. The metal grid shines in their eyes.

Mystery Word
Place the letter answers to each trivia question here to find the mystery word
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

This is the name the local Gubbi Gubbi people called the banksias in the area.
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Did you find the lost tramway?
What evidence did you find?
Check back on what you saw on the walk, and the photos from the time.
Work in your groups to gather the evidence you have.

Primary Source

How many saw this?

Proof? ü or û
(need at least 2 of the
team to see for proof)

1. Original drains
Stone drains at side of track
2. Cutting
Place where the sides of the track rise up.
3. Drill Holes
Long grooves in a rock, about thumb width
4. Site of a tramway station
Stations in the area were Mons and Telko
5. Remains of sleepers
Wooden planks in the track
6. Sleepers evenly spaced
Were any sleepers 30cm apart?
7. Cattle grid
Sleepers across a ditch
8. The track is fairly level
No steep slopes on the track
9. Only gentle curves
No sharp bends
10. Rails
Any remains of rails?
11. Tram Engines
Any small tram engines that might have run
on the track?
12. Old photos of the tramway
Photos of the tram on the track
What’s your team’s verdict?
Is there enough proof the tramway existed where you walked?
Or do you think it’s a myth?
What convinced you?
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Data Collection Sheet – Gap between
the Sleepers

To help the Tramway group with their calculations, can you please gather the
measurements you took of the gaps between sleepers.
Pass this sheet around the groups to collect the measurements, collate the
measurements on the board.
Team Name

Measurement

Ranking (1 smallest)

Once the data is collected, your teacher will write these on the board.
As a class
1. Arrange these measurements from smallest to highest.
2. Discuss the reasons the measurements might differ.
3. Decide what you think is the most accurate measurement. Why?
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Model Track Puzzle – Part 1

1. How many sleepers are on this track section of a model tramway?

2. How many sleepers would you need to make 2 track sections?

3. How would you work this out using addition?
____ + ____

4. How would you work this out using multiplication?
____ x ____

5. How many sleepers would you need to make 5 track sections?
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Model Track Puzzle – Part 2

6. How many spaces between the sleepers are there on this piece of track?
7. If these spaces are 2 cm wide, what total length do the spaces take
up?
8. If these sleepers are 1 cm wide, what total width do the sleepers
take up?
9. Adding these together, how long would the rails need to be for this
section of track?
10. If you know the width of the sleepers and the gaps between them, to
which of the following questions could you work out an answer?
ü or û
o How many sleepers are needed to build a given length of track?
o How long a section of track is by counting the sleepers?
o How much rail you need for a section of track?
o The distance between the rails (the gauge)?
o The width of the engine and carriages?
o How many trees to cut down to make the sleepers?
11. For the ones above where there is not enough information– what other
information would you need so you could answer these?
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Track Wye-turn Puzzle
How did our locomotives turn themselves around?
There was no turntable, like in Thomas the Tank Engine.

And no loop to go around.

There was just this Wye at the top of the mountain. How does this work?
Cut out the locomotive and place it at the top facing the Wye. Can you turn it around in three moves?
Better work it out, or you’ll be going backwards all the way down the mountain!

Put the front of
the locomotive
here so it is going
into the Wye.

Slide the locomotive along the track to
work out how to go.
When it comes out of the Wye, it
should be facing straight ahead.

The Wye

Does your method work starting at each of the
three points of the Wye?
When it comes out of the Wye, it should be
facing straight ahead.
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Tramway Plants Word Search

How many of the plants listed above did you see?
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Tramway Timeline puzzle
Can you order the following in a timeline? Work in teams to arrange the events in order. There are 3
sections to the timeline: <add photos>
1.
2.
3.
4.

Before the Tramway
Building the Tramway
Closing the tramway
Rediscovering the tramway

Unspoilt forest

visited by Gubbi

Roads made for

horses and drays

Gubbi People
Community decided

First European

settlers come to
Buderim

to build the

Fruit spoils in the

wet – horses can’t

Community wants a

tramway

get down the

their goods to

mountain in heavy

market

better way to get

rain

Railway Navvies

Locomotives and

tramway track

bought

Trees cut down to

First goods go to

track

tramway

start laying the

make way for the
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market on the

Tramway track
complete

Tourists start using
the tramway too.
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Trucks and motor
cars invented

First motor car on

Buderim Mountain

Trucks start taking

Tramway track

Community decides

Tramway not used

ripped up

to stop the tram.

goods to market
very much

Tramway remains

Walking track built.

Schools explore

Forest grows over

Old track maps

Walking track

found

tramway remains
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Scouts Mapping Exercise

Transcript of the scouts’ mapping log
11.40 am
11.45 am

12 noon

12.5 pm

12.15 pm

S.
Cutting on top of embankment on right
SSE
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
S by E ‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
E by N ‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
E by S ‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
E. Embankment. Forest
E by S. Passed under overhead bridge
Telko station on right. Road on left
Loop line on left
Passed over bridge
S.E Cutting
Bananas on left
Cattle Bridge
E. Bananas on right. Glenmount Sta.
Vegetables on right.
Orchard house & road on right
Bananas on left. Guy’s Siding
Farms on right & left cutting
Fences are mainly of rock
Lantana
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The story of Harry’s Map
In 1928, a fourteen year old boy scout by the name of Harry
Krebbs and a fellow scout wanted to go for their mapping
badges. The Scout Master set them the task to map the 9
miles (15 kilometers) of Tramway track from Palmwoods to
Buderim, recording compass bearings as they went. They
set off from Palmwoods, and walked all day, finally reaching
his destination. They carried a tent, a billy and provisions on
their backs, and camped overnight at Buderim before
walking back home to Palmwoods the next day.
Image: Harry Krebbs, aged 14, outside his tent at Buderim 1928.

An excerpt of their map is on the previous page with a transcript: Our journey past Telco Station. It’s a
different style of map, done as a straight line rather than trying to show the curves and shape of the
track. Still, it is an effective way to record information. What can you see in the scouts’ map?

Scout Mapping questions
1. What time did they get to where this map starts?
2. Can you find Telco Station? How far is it from Palmwoods?
3. Circle where they walked under a bridge – and then the bridge they
walked over.
4. A very long cutting is depicted at the start. How far is it from
Palmwoods?
5. How many banana plantations can you see?
6. Find the farm on the map. What are its fences made from?
7. There’s a cattle bridge marked. Does it look like a bridge or a grid?
8. Were they mostly walking through fields or bushland?
9. Do you think the boys earned their badges?
10. Does their map remind you of any other ‘maps’ you’ve seen
(shown as a straight line)?
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Mapping the Walk
This activity is designed for students, to map the evidence they found. It is primarily designed for year 5
and 6 students, however simplified version of this could happen for the year 2 and 3s.
Aim: To work in teams to create a map. It is best to work in the same teams as the excursion.
Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large sheet of paper A3 or even better, chart paper
2 A4 sheets for making information boxes
Track outline (following page).
The Spotto or Survey Workbook from your walk
Photos downloaded or printed (optional)
Drawings of features (0ptional)
Pens, paint, stickers, glitter

1. Decide the type of track features you are going to map. Your teacher will guide you with this but
here are some suggestions:

Lost Tramway Expedition
‘Favourite Tramway Track
Places’
Environmental Impact
Survey

Key features to Map
Your favourite places – each
team member chooses 2-3
places – up to 12 places

Audience (user of your map)
Your family or friends

The 4 layers

Geography students

o
Map showing human impacts o
over time.
o
o

Pre-Settlement
Early Settlement
Tramway features
Current walk features

Colour code and include a map
legend
Democracy on Wheels
Map of the proposed Tramway
in 1913 – as if you are the
engineer presenting your report
to the community in a meeting
at the School of Arts Hall.
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1. Natural Vegetation features
2. Land features – Dips,
gullies, water, banks,
terraces etc.
3. Tramway features
(Note: Exclude any current walk
features from your map and do not
include photos)

Map to present to the community
to show them some of the
features of the Tramway.
(See Community Map
presentation activity that
follows).
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2. Decide how many items you are going to map, and the amount of information about each item.
3. Decide the layout for your map - use a pencil to indicate where the following will go:
o The outline of the track itself - you can either paste the map or redraw using the grid, to
any size you like.
o The track outline could go in the middle, top bottom, side - horizontal, vertical, or
diagonal
o How big will the track outline be?
o Will you draw or paste the track outline?
o Where will you place the boxes of information about each item you are marking?
Information could include text and a photo or drawing. This information could be placed
around the map, or above, or below, or beside
o Will there be a legend for your map - to explain different colours for each feature?
4. Decide the style for your map
o Consider the audience
o What is the mood for your map - fun, bright, dark, serious, attention grabbing
o Text - typed or hand written?
5. What colours will you use? Pick four colours to create the mood.
6. Choose the items/places you will show on your map – list them on a spare sheet of paper
How will you mark where the places are?
o Will you be using different colours to indicate different types of items?
o How will you connect the place of the item on the map to information about it?
a) Use a line or
b) Use a number, letter or title?
7. Construct your map
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Write your title
Place/Draw the track
Decide on the places of interest along the track you want to include on your map.
Mark the location of each of these places on the track
Create information boxes for each place - make these on separate pieces of paper
Write information you will give about each place
Give a name of the place
Use one or two sentences to describe the place
Use an image or a drawing
Place and paste the information boxes on your map
If you need to, connect the boxes to the place on the track with a line
Add a legend if needed
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8. Decorate you map
9. Share it with the class

Well Done!
Your teacher might like to take a photo of the best maps and send them to the
Tramway Group!
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Tramway
Walking Track
Outline
This map has a grid for copying
and noting coordinates.
The page that follows
has a map without the grid.
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Community Map Presentation
For this activity, teams step back in time to the early 1900s. Their job is to present their preferred map.
Each team presents their map to the community and explains to them where the track will go in this
section from Telco Road to the Cattle Grid.
You do have the benefit of hindsight – the trick is imagining what it might have been like 100 years ago.
Particularly highlight some of the ways your tramway will be constructed (e.g. using the cut-and-fill
method through the hills, building bridges, digging tunnels etc. etc.

Each team does a 5 minute presentation to the audience of townsfolk (fellow students)
who can ask questions afterwards.

Community Tramway Decision Reenactment

Aim: To re-enact a community discussion on whether to construct a Tramway between Buderim and
Palmwoods.
Students will work in their teams to decide their views on the tramway – the positives and negatives.
Each team will represent a different section of the community.
The community has been called to a meeting to discuss whether to go ahead with the tramway. The
tramway was initiated by the community and it took over ten years from first idea to final agreement on
route.

Meeting Rules
The meeting will be chaired by the teacher and will follow the structure below:
1. All to be silent when the chair speaks.
2. Only speak when the chairperson has acknowledged you by saying your name.
3. Only one person to speak at a time.
4. Each group representative will be called on to briefly state whether they are for or against the
motion and their reasons (which can include both positives and negatives).
5. The meeting is then open to the audience to make comments and ask questions.
6. All attending the meeting, except the engineers, vote on whether to go ahead with the tramway.
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7. Meeting closed.

Meeting Preparation
1. Students divide into seven teams of 3-5 and each team chooses a role from the options offered
(refer next page).
2. In teams, students discuss their position on the proposal. The proposal up for discussion is as
follows:
‘The community will proceed with the tramway based on the following conditions:

•

The tramway will run from Buderim to Palmwoods to connect with the main line

•

It will travel the route designated by the engineer (agreed in the previous meeting)

•

The tramway will be mainly for goods carried on open wagons

•

Passengers will be able to travel in the one passenger carriage, with others sitting
on boxes on the open wagons

•

The tramway will be funded by a loan provided by the Queensland Government
Treasury to the Maroochy Shire Council, to be repaid by the residents of
Buderim, through their Council rates over a period of 50 years.’

3. Teams discuss the proposition in their roles and decide whether they are for or against the proposal.
They come up with 3 points they'd like to make to support their decision. The argument can be
strengthened by including both positive and negative aspects but then explaining why the counter
arguments do not fit.
4. Teams decide who will be their representative, who will put their case in two minutes.
5. The meeting is called to order by the teacher as the chairperson, then a representative from each
team comes on stage.
6. The Chair calls on each representative in turn to give a summary of the points.
7. Meeting closed.
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The Community Roles
Each team takes on one of the following community roles… your teacher will decide how that is
allocated – drawn out of a hat perhaps? The Roles are as follows:
1. Fruit growers. They have been desperate for a tramway for quite some time. Many have suffered
losses from fruit not getting down the mountain to the markets. When it's wet, it's too muddy for
the bullock drays or wagons to use the roads, and the fruit just rots in the wagons
2. The guest house owners. They are very keen for the tramway but are concerned that the
uncomfortable conditions for the passengers might put people off.
3. Shop owners. The tramway would make it easier to get the goods to their shops but shop owners
are concerned about additional costs.
4. Blacksmiths. They are very concerned about losing their horse business if people are coming by
tram and not riding.
5. Buderim Women’s Association: The women are concerned about the unsavoury types that might
arrive by tram and hang around the village. Also, they are worried about what the black soot will do
to ladies silk dresses when they are sitting on uncovered wagons
6. The motorised wagon (truck) enthusiasts. They don't think the tramway is a good idea at all. It's old
technology. They think the community should be building roads for motorised wagons (trucks).
7. Tramway Engineers. The engineers are enthusiastic and are keen to speak of the excellent case for
their well-engineered tramway, which they believe will be the making of Buderim. The engineers
don't get to vote as it would be a conflict of interest, and they are not part of the local community.
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Team / Class Debrief
Students discuss the following points in their teams, then as a class
• Knowing what you know now about the rapid uptake of cars and trucks with the associated road
building together with the economic depression, what would have been the best decision of the
people of Buderim?
• What levels of government might be involved in a decision such as this to construct the tramway?
• What State Government departments would be involved in building the tramway?
• The economic principle of Opportunity Cost relates to the idea that when money is invested in one
area, in this case the Buderim Palmwoods Tramway, it means funds aren't available for other
projects. Note: The Tramway loan was for 34,000 pounds which today would have an historic
opportunity cost of $4,300,000.
What might the opportunity cost have been for:
o The Queensland Government making the special Tramway loan to the Council.
What might they have invested in instead?
o The Maroochy Shire Council (note that the loan was specifically for a tramway and
they would not have received the money otherwise). Is there an opportunity cost
here?
o The people of Buderim - if they were paying say, $1,000 each a year in today’s
terms, what might the individuals of your groups have done with the money
instead?

Other Useful Resources
Buderim Tramway Expedition Images
Buderim Tramway History PowerPoint
Buderim Tramway FAQs
The Tramway map and brochure
Book: Short History of the Buderim-Palmwoods Tramway (available from Buderim-Palmwoods
Heritage Tramway Inc.)
o A number of images are available for download from Picture Sunshine Coast
o
o
o
o
o
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